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Where are we...

- Northeastern Illinois
- Kane and DuPage Counties
- 50 miles west of Chicago and the Lake Michigan coast.
- Fall within the Jurisdiction of the Chicago District of the US Army Corps of Engineers
Section 404 – Clean Water Act

- Dredge/Fill Permitting
  - Section 404 of the Clean Water Act established a permit program to regulate the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States. The program's scope also includes the regulation of discharges of dredged or fill material into wetlands adjacent to national wetlands. This permit program is administered by the Secretary of the Army through the U.S Army Corps of Engineers.
Interagency Cooperative Agreement

- **KDSWCD agrees to:**
  - Use technical references
  - Review Plans for SESC
  - Attend Pre-Cons
  - Conduct Inspections
  - Prepare Correspondence
  - Consult with contractors

- **USACE agrees to:**
  - Will require the permittee to submit to KDSWCD
  - Request SWCD to comment on plans
  - Request SWCD to perform site inspections
The Corps Permit

- Corps requires the applicant to apply to the SWCD
- Corps permit is not completed until our review is complete.

5. Throughout the duration of construction activities, you shall adhere to all soil erosion and sediment control measures determined to meet technical standards by the Kane/DuPage SWCD.
The Plan Review
The Process – Plan Review
Plan Review - Some Research

- Digitize the Parcel
- Check for Water Features/Critical Areas
INTERNAL SESC PLAN REVIEW CHECKLIST

☐ if already present on plans
☐ if needed on plans
☒ if not applicable to project

☐ Standard Notes
☐ Replace straw bales with alternative measures
☐ Inspection and Maintenance Schedule--once/week or after 1/4" rain event
☐ Soil Stabilization
  ☐ Minimization of disturbed area
  ☐ Soil Stabilization Chart - Meets IUM standards
  ☐ Seeding Rates and Mulch Application - Meets IUM Standards
  ☐ Temporary Seeding—In areas left idle for more than 14 days
  ☐ If Kane County see note from ordinance on stabilization within 7 days
  ☐ Permanent Seeding--All disturbed areas shall be stabilized within 14 days of final grading
  ☐ Winter Preparation--Winter shutdown shall be addressed early in the fall growing season so that slopes and other bare earth areas may be stabilized with temporary and/or permanent vegetative cover for proper erosion and sediment control.

☐ Slope Protection—protect slopes with seeding and straw mulch w/netting or erosion control blanket
☐ Methods for conveying offsite and onsite runoff through the site
  ☐ Stabilized channels
  ☐ Ditch checks
☐ Velocity Minimization
  ☐ Limit slope lengths
  ☐ Ditch Checks
  ☐ Surface Roughening
☐ Stockpiles
  ☐ Location shown on plans and not to be located near critical areas
  ☐ If stockpile to remain in place more than three (3) days, erosion and sediment control measures to be provided
  ☐ If stockpile to remain in place more than thirty (30) days, temporary seeding is required
☐ Inlet Protection—note and/or called out on plans
  ☐ Culvert Inlet Protection at outfall of Stormwater facility
  ☐ Stand Pipe or Perforated Riser
☐ Tracking onto streets

☐ Stabilized Construction Entrance—shown on plans and detail
☐ Perimeter Sediment Control Measures
  ☐ Silt Fence Detail meeting IUM standards
  ☐ Silt Fence at the top of slope around detention basins
☐ NPDES Contractor Sign-off
☐ Sediment Traps/Basins
  ☐ Location shown on plans
  ☐ Sized to meet IUM and Kane Co. Technical Manual requirements
  ☐ Maintenance schedule
  ☐ Stabilized banks
☐ Energy Dissipater/Outlet Protection
  ☐ All outlets should be stabilized
  ☐ Riprap aprons should be sized appropriately
  ☐ Provide a detail with apron dimensions and stone sizes
  ☐ Filter fabric is to be installed beneath all riprap
☐ Special Requirements for work in critical areas
  ☐ Address how creek/wetland crossings are to be handled (narrative and detail)
  ☐ Once work in these areas begins, priority shall be given to the completion of the work and final stabilization of all disturbed areas
  ☐ Stabilization at the end of each day
  ☐ Isolate Work Area from concentrated flows or stream flow
  ☐ Dewatering method
    ☐ Sump pit
    ☐ Outlet hose placement
    ☐ Outlet hose treatment
☐ Details for each practice used with all required values filled in

Review Comments:
Where do our Technical Standards come from?

- IL Urban Manual
- Our County Technical Manuals
- Other States Technical Manual
- Manufacturers Specifications
- Past Performance of Practices – EXPERIENCE!
Plan Review – Key Components

Standard Notes:

- Unless otherwise indicated, all vegetative and structural erosion and sediment control practices will be constructed according to minimum standards and specifications in the Illinois Urban Manual latest edition.

- The Kane-DuPage Soil and Water Conservation District (KDSWCD) must be notified one week prior to the pre-construction conference, one week prior to the commencement of land disturbing activities, and one week prior to the final inspection.

- A copy of the approved erosion and sediment control plan shall be maintained on the site at all times.

- Prior to commencing land-disturbing activities in areas other than indicated on these plans (including but not limited to, additional phases of development and off-site borrow or waste areas) a supplementary erosion control plan shall be submitted to the owner for review by the KDSWCD.

- The contractor is responsible for installation of any additional erosion control measures necessary to prevent erosion and sedimentation as determined by the KDSWCD.

- During dewatering operations, water will be pumped into sediment basins or silt traps. Dewatering directly into field tiles or stormwater structures is prohibited.

- Also, please add note to state that, “It is the responsibility of the landowner and/or general contractor to inform any sub-contractor(s) who may perform work on this project, of the requirements in implementing and maintaining these erosion control plans and the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements set forth by the Illinois EPA.”
Perimeter Silt Fence

SILT FENCE PLAN

Filter Fabric

Fastener - Min. No. 10 Gauge Wire
4 Per Post Required. (Typ.)

5' Max
(Typ)

ELEVATION

Filter Fabric
Direction Of Flow
Undisturbed Ground Line

Compacted Backfill

FABRIC ANCHOR DETAIL

NOTES:
1. Temporary sediment fence shall be installed prior to any grading work in the area to be protected. They shall be maintained throughout the construction period and removed in conjunction with the final grading and site stabilization.
2. Filter Fabric shall meet the requirements of material specification 592 Geotextile Table 1 or 2, Class I with equivalent opening size of at least 30 for nonwoven and 40 for woven.
3. Fence posts shall be either standard steel post or wood post with a minimum cross-sectional area of 3.0 sq. in.
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STANDARD SPEC NO.
JOM-628A
SHEET 1 OF 3
DATE 2-16-12
- Erosion Control Blanket Location

- Rock Lined Aprons at FES
Concrete Washout

- **Location**
  - Make certain not next to stormwater facility
Inlet Protection

Practice Standard

Inlet Protection – Paved Areas
(no.)
CODE 861

Source: AISWCD

Inlet protection using fabric only as a drop-in shall not be allowed.
Check Dams

- Rock Checks
- Manufactured ditch check
During dewatering operations, water will be pumped into sediment basins or silt traps. Dewatering directly into field tiles or stormwater structures is prohibited.

7. WATER PUMPED DURING CONSTRUCTION OPERATION SHALL BE FILTERED.
The Process – Plan Approval

1. Approval Letter,
   - Plans Meet Technical Standards
   - Site Inspections

2. Stamped Plans,
   - File number
   - Signature

• Mail Out:
  - Save to File
  - Corps/Municipality
  - Contractor/Owner
Planning and coordination allow us to... 

...help prevent this!